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THE FEMALE ORGASM DISORDER.  
AN INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY APPROACH

Abstract
The Individual Psychology of Alfred Adler sees the couple and the intimacy as life tasks, and the 
couple as a social relation. The individuals of a couple are two personalities that share their early 
childhood cooperation model based on private logic. As intimacy and sex are a representation of ones 
convictions put together with another human being, the female orgasm disorder is closely related to 
one's' life believes and distorted convictions. This article tries to explain the link between the early 
life experiences and subconscious beliefs and the female orgasm disorder. 
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INTRODUCTION

Alfred Adler (1870-1937) world renowned 
medical doctor and psychotherapist, founder 
of the Individual Psychology, considered 
the human being as an individual whole. 
He has a different approach upon sex, 
than his contemporary colleague, Sigmund 
Freud, understanding human sexuality and 
aggressiveness as two different instincts that 
would merge later during life.

Adler understood man as a social being 
and looked at man’s problems in relation to 
the tasks of life: occupation/work, society/
friendship, and love/sexuality. If the main 
theoretical systems are the systems of Freud 
and Jung, however, Adler developed his 
science in a completely different directions 
from theirs. The couple is itself a social system, 
and intimacy and sexuality are directly related 
with the early beliefs, family patterns and the 
order of birth.

The female orgasm disorder may be the 
effect of various reasons, but if the reason is 
a psychological one, Individual Psychology 
can help reducing the symptoms, improving 
the couple’s sexual dynamics and treat the 
subconscious convictions that led to the orgasm 
disorder.

Theoretical aspects
Adlerian psychotherapy focuses on the 

treatment of psychological and emotional suf-
fering manifested in depression, anxiety dis-
orders, trauma, etc., a holistic approach stimu-
lating development and healing, observing the 
harmonious relationships between the ways 
we experience the self and the world around - 
thinking, feeling, verbalizing and action.

Adlerian psychology is interpretive, dy-
namic and profound, essentially, being an at-
tempt to understand human behavior. Some 
of Adler’s principles are not exclusive to the 
psychology he studied or are not his originals. 
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Similar ideas, for example, were expressed ei-
ther in philosophy, centuries ago, or even in 
psychology, shortly before the publication of 
his major works. Rather, the totality of Adler’s 
principles, brought together in a functional 
system, is what provides a key to understand-
ing human behavior and the ability to change 
it. This is his great contribution, and his full ac-
ceptance of the system, which makes it possible 
for an Adlerian psychotherapist to approach 
the case holistically.

In all fields such as psychology, anthro-
pology, sociology, criminology, psychiatry or 
where efforts are made to change behavior, 
either individually or in groups, as in educa-
tion or psychotherapy, Adlerian psychology is 
applicable. All the concepts of his system are 
interdependent.

According to Alfred Adler’s Individual 
Psychology, each individual forms, from the 
first years of life, an opinion about the world, 
an opinion through which one can observe his 
basic beliefs, feelings and choices throughout 
life.

When it comes to female orgasm, we need 
to differentiate a physiological cause from a 
psychological one, and also, if the problem oc-
curs both in the couple or by itself. When there 
is no evidence of a physiological cause, we can 
assume there must be a psychological one. It is 
also important to clarify some personal aspects 
as it follows: if the orgasm disorder occurs with 
or without arousal, if the person never had an 
orgasm or it’s a contextual problem. Depend-
ing on the case, the therapeutic approach may 
differ, sometimes including sex education or 
even prescribed medication. But if the orgasm 
disorder doesn’t affect the arousal, we need to 
work on the subjective perceptions about the 
topic.

In Adlerian terms we could consider the 
female orgasm disorder as an organ jargon, 
meaning that the disorder is nothing but a 
symptom that can reveal hidden convictions 
that interfere with the normal sexual life of the 
person. The hidden and distorted life convictions 
can be extracted during the therapeuticl 
process from the early recollections from the 
patient himself. They can be modified through 

a cognitive manner so the client can change 
her belief about the trigger that caused her the 
orgasm dysfunction.

When talking about orgasm female 
disorder from an Adlerian perspective we 
also need to consider trauma that could be the 
reason for the current problem. During the 
therapeutical intervention the therapist needs 
to discover the causes of the problem, the 
private logic of the person and the unconscious 
beliefs about one’s own sexuality.

Individual Psychology also focuses on 
the individual perception about the relation 
with the self and the other person. We need to 
explore the 4 Adlerian C’s in order to establish 
the relation of the person with it’s own body, 
sexuality, and the relation with the partner.

Connection – If both partners feel 
connected to each other the feeling of belonging 
gives them security and makes them feel 
trustworthy. When one is connected with itself 
has more control over his body and mind, and 
the orgasmic response is present. When the 
partners feel connected they are more willing 
to cooperate and to offer each other pleasure. 
When they are not sure of the connection 
between them, they question the involvement 
of the partner and may feel disconnected.

Capability - When both partners feel 
capable they can collaborate without feeling 
dependent on each other, and can rely on 
themselves, because they can be responsible 
on their side of the relation, and each other’s 
pleasure and orgasm. But when they don’t 
feel capable enough they can enter into power 
struggles with the other one to compensate for 
the feeling of inadequacy, described by Adler 
as the Inferiority Complex.

To Count - When both partners feel valued 
and that they are important to each other, that 
their opinion and actions matter, and that they 
can bring something important between them, 
they are more likely to want to contribute. 
People who feel that they don’t matter may feel 
hurt and for this reason they may want to hurt 
others to show them how they feel.

To have Courage - When both partners 
develop the courage to discover themselves, 
and take responsibility for their own behavior, 
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their own body and pleasure, they contribute 
to the well-being of the relationship. When 
they have the courage to be responsible, they 
can enjoy the good moments together but also 
manage to get through the difficult situations. 
Discouraged people feel that there is no hope 
that things will get better, avoiding difficult 
situations and giving up easily.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and 
Individual Psychology (IP)

A conceptual discrimination could be 
made between CBT and IP, both through the 
different concepts that build the approaches 
and mostly through the therapeutic methods 
involved in treating the female orgasm 
disorder. CBT works by changing people’s 
attitudes and their behavior by focusing on the 
thoughts, images, beliefs and attitudes, and 
how these processes relate to the way a person 
behaves, as a way of dealing with emotional 
problems and developing personal coping 
strategies. The orgasm disorder may be the 
effect of certain mental health problems, as 
neurosis and anxiety. CBT can help lower the 
anxious response through desensitization and 
relaxation exercises.

The CBT techniques for treating female 
orgasm dysfunction involve using mindfulness, 
relaxing techniques, dispelling myths and 
limited beliefs and behaviors, identifying the 
factors that sabotage the relation with the self 
and the partner, dealing with anxiety and 
conflict, creating intimacy. CBT has a direct 
impact upon the orgasm disorder as it offers 
more specific techniques and exercises that 
affect the behavior and the attitude directly, 
from a session to another. It offers a “here and 
now” solution so the client can understand it 
and apply it immediately. This is beneficial 
because CBT works in a specific and conscious 
manner.

IP on the other hand, being a neo-
psychoanalytic therapy can be used for treating 
trauma, sexual abuse and subconscious beliefs 
and conclusions through specific techniques. 
The IP techniques involve early recollections, 
life style inventory, birth order, identifying 
early limited convictions, private logic 

regarding sexuality, female / male roles and 
models, and the fictional final goals of one’s 
dysfunctional behavior.

The fictional final goal refers to an 
unconscious maladaptive behavior that 
represents a coping solution to compensating 
the inferiority complex, “an attempt at a 
planned final compensation and a (secret) life 
plan” (Adler, quoted in Eric Berne, What Do 
You Say After You Say Hello? (1974) p. 58).

CONCLUSIONS

The female orgasm is a subjective state, 
and depends on various factors to be achieved. 
Both CBT and Individual Psychology can help 
on reducing the symptoms and improving 
satisfaction. The benefit of Individual 
Psychology is that, if there is a subconscious 
cause of the dysfunction this can be treated in 
a psychodynamic way, from the roots of the 
problem, mostly through an early childhood 
therapeutic intervention. Numerous studies 
Delcea C, Enache A, Stanciu C,  [9], Delcea 
C, Enache A, Siserman C. [10], Gherman C, 
Enache A, Delcea C. [11], Delcea C, Fabian A. 
M, Radu C. C, Dumbravă D. P. [12], Rus M, 
Delcea C, Siserman C, [13], Siserman C, Delcea 
C, Matei H. V, Vică M. L. [14], Gherman C, 
Enache A, Delcea C, Siserman C, [15], Delcea 
C, Siserman C, [16] confirm our results. Also, 
if the symptoms are associated with trauma or 
abuse, Individual Psychology can be useful in 
exploring and overcoming trauma.
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